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Graphic fictionalized retelling of the moon landing timed for the fortieth anniversary!In T-Minus the

exciting story of two world superpowers racing to land a man on the moon is depicted through

compelling comics artwork, taking readers through the history of the race and turning the engineers

and astronauts involved into vivid and real characters. The story unfolds through the eyes of the

figures working behind the scenes to make this miracle happen, showing every triumph and

catastrophe along the way, and culminating in the dramatic event itself.
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As we "deet deet deet" into the first panel like a capsule descending from outer space, we enter the

remarkable world of a space race told comic book style. I've always been a fan of a storyteller who

lights a fuse right away. Give us a ticking bomb, a deadline, a finite amount of time in which our hero

must succeed or face annihilation: Run Lola Run and Back to the Future did it perfectly and we all

remember the catastrophic Y2K computer bug that nearly wiped out the human race and unraveled

the fabric of the space-time continuum. Thankfully Dick Clark was there to bring us home in the nick

of time.In the case of T-Minus, the countdown is the premise of the book and while the reader

knows that the race will be won when the clock expires, the book's characters are racing against a

different deadline: JFK's challenge to put a man on the moon and return him to earth by the end of



the decade.So brings T-Minus: The Race to the Moon, a compelling behind-the-scenes story of the

space race filled with software glitches, landing bags that deploy prematurely, loose heat shields

and a pair of cosmonauts forced to hide in their downed capsule while Siberian wolves threaten

them outside. Told with parallel stories of the United States vs. the Soviet Union, with characters

that come and go as the years pass, the artwork pulls you into the world of scientists and space

travelers and makes you feel what they actually felt. The character introductions are subtle. Every

few pages I say to myself "Oh, there's John Glenn..." or "Hey, that's Yuri Gagarin." They are woven

in seamlessly and their allegiance is discernable by a clever variance in speech bubble font (the

Russkies speak their words with a backwards N).
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